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Abstract
Using the standard linear model as a base, a unied theory of
Bayesian Analyses of Cointegration Models is constructed. This is
achieved by dening (natural conjugate) priors in the linear model
and using the implied priors for the cointegration model. Using these
priors, posterior results for the cointegration model are obtained using
a Metropolis-Hasting sampler. To compare the cointegration models
mutually and with the vector autoregressive model under stationarity,
we use two strategies. The rst strategy uses the Bayesian interpreta-
tion of a Lagrange Multiplier statistic. The second strategy compares
the models using prior and posterior odds ratios. The latter enables
us to compute prior and posterior distributions over the cointegration
rank and shows close resemblance with the posterior information cri-
terium from Phillips and Ploberger (1996). To show the applicability
of the derived theory, the constructed procedures are applied to data
from Johansen and Juselius (1990) and a few simulated data sets.
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1 Introduction
The denition of the concept of cointegration by Engle and Granger (1987)
has initiated a rapidly expanding literature on this topic. Allthough some
controvercies still exist in the classical statistical analysis of this phenomenon,
a largely unied theory of classical statistical analysis of cointegration has
emerged, see for example Phillips and Durlauf (1986), Johansen (1991) and
Phillips (1991). This is not the case though with respect to the Bayesian
statistical analysis of cointegration. The issues discussed in the Bayesian
literature are often quite di¤erent and it is, therefore, di¢cult to determine
the relationships between parts of the literature.
Topics which are analyzed in a Bayesian setting are, for example, implied
moving averages/impulse responses resulting from the Wold decomposition
of a time series, Koop (1991), the posterior distributions of the roots of
the vector autoregressive models, DeJong (1992), the consequences of local
nonidentication and prior specication on the posteriors of the parame-
ters, Kleibergen and van Dijk (1994b), the number of cointegrating vectors
implied by the di¤erence between the number of unit roots of the multivari-
ate model and the number of unit roots in the di¤erent univariate models,
Dorfman (1995), and constructing posterior simulators using the Gibbs sam-
pler, Geweke (1996). These papers typically analyze a specic problem with
which one is confronted in a Bayesian cointegration study but do not include
a general modelling framework which allows one to start at the outset with
a unrestricted linear model and goes through a number of decision problems
to end with the posteriors of the parameters of the cointegration model.
The purpose of this paper is to construct such a unied framework. The
sections of the paper, which discuss the di¤erent steps in this construction,
are organized as follows. In section 2 cointegration in a Vector AutoRegres-
sive (VAR) model is dened. We rewrite the VAR model as an unrestricted
Error Correction Model (ECM) to obtain a parameter which reects coin-
tegration, i.e. it is equal to zero when cointegration occurs. In section 3,
the implied prior and posterior for the parameters of the unrestricted ECM,
using a di¤use prior on the VAR parameters, are constructed. The prior and
posterior of the parameters of the cointegration model then equal the condi-
tional prior and conditional posterior of the parameters of the unrestricted
ECM given that the parameter reecting cointegration is equal to zero. This
is identical to the classical statistical analysis where the likelihood of the
cointegration model equals the conditional likelihood of the parameters of
the unrestricted model given that the parameter reecting cointegration is
equal to zero. The, in this way obtained, posterior does not belong to known
class of probability densities. In section 4, a Metropolis-Hastings sampler is
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constructed to generate drawings from the posterior. Using this posterior
simulator, in section 5 a Bayesian Lagrange Multiplier statistics to test for
the number of cointegrating vectors is constructed. As the computation of
a Bayesian Lagrange Multiplier cointegration statistic using a Metropolis-
Hastings sampler is not straightforward, we use a linear regression model
to show the involved steps. In section 6 the analysis is extended to allow
for natural conjugate priors on the VAR parameters, like the informative
Minnesota Priors of Doan et. al. (1984). To compare the models under dif-
ferent cointegration ranks, in section 7 the construction of Bayes factors and
prior and posterior odds ratios is discussed. The relationships between the
Bayesian Lagrange Multiplier cointegration statistic and the Likelihood ratio
statistic of Johansen (1991), and between the Bayes factor and the Posterior
Information Criterium of Phillips and Ploberger (1994,1996), are discussed
in section 8. Section 9 shows some applications of the derived procedures
by analyzing the Danish dataset from Johansen and Juselius (1990) and a
few simulated datasets. The last section concludes and mentions topics for
further research.
2 The Cointegration Model
Consider a Vector Autoregressive Model of order p [VAR(p)] for a k-dimensional
vector of time series Yt, for t = 1; : : : ; T;
Yt = ¹+ ¿t+
pX
i=1
©iYt¡i + "t; (1)
where "t is a k-dimensional vector normal process with zero mean and vari-
ance ­ and where ¹ and ¿ are (k £ 1) vectors containing the constant and
trend coe¢cients. The initial values Y¡p+1; : : : ; Y0 are xed. The model in
(1) can be rewritten in the error correction form,
¢Yt = ¹+ ¿t+¦Yt¡1 +
p¡1X
i=1
¡i¢Yt¡i + "t; (2)
where ¦ =
Pp
j=1©j ¡ Ik and ¡i = ¡
Pp
j=i+1©j; see Johansen (1991).
The characteristic polynomial of model (1) is equal to j©(z) j=j Ik ¡Pp
i=1 z
i
©ij. Since by denition ©(1) = ¡¦, unit roots enter the model when
©(1) (= ¡¦) has a lower rank value. If ¦ is a zero matrix, the characteristic
polynomial has k unit roots. If k¡r roots of the polynomial j©(z)j are equal
to 1, 0 < r < k, the rank of ¦ equals r and we say that series generated by
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model (1) are cointegrated. Thus, cointegration implies that we can write
the matrix ¦ as a product of two full rank (k £ r) matrices ®0 and ¯;
¦ = ®0¯ 0; (3)
where ¯ contains the cointegrating vectors and ® contains the adjustment
parameters.
The possible number of unit roots in the analyzed VARs has been the
topic of a considerable amount of recent research, for an overview, see Wat-
son (1994). Some discussion still exists about whether one should impose, see
Phillips (1991), or test for the number of unit roots, see Johansen (1991). In
this paper, we accord with both of these opinions by developing Bayesian es-
timation, selection and diagnostic testing procedures which are used with im-
posed numbers of unit roots. The diagnostic testing procedures are Bayesian
Lagrange Multipliers statistics and are the analogs of the Lagrange Multiplier
Cointegration statistics, developed in Kleibergen and van Dijk (1994a) and
Kleibergen (1996). These statistics show close resemblance with the Likeli-
hood Ratio statistics for cointegration provided by Johansen (1991) but di¤er
from these as the model is only analyzed under the hypothesized number of
unit roots.
Since the number of parameters in ®0¯ 0, 2kr is larger than the number of
free parameters in ¦; under reduced rank r (= kr + (k ¡ r)r) the ® and/or
¯ parameters have to be restricted to become estimable. In this paper we
impose the following restriction on the cointegrating vectors ¯;
¯ = (Ir ¡ ¯2); (4)
where ¯2 is a (r £ (k ¡ r)) matrix. Note that due to this normalization the
¯ matrix has always full rank.
To save on notation, it is convenient to write the error correction model
(2) with ¦ = ®0¯ 0 in matrix notation,
¢X = X¡1¯® +W¡ + "; (5)
where ¢X = (¢Y1 : : :¢YT )
0, X¡1 = (Y0 : : : YT¡1)
0, " = ("1 : : : "T )
0, W =
(W1 : : :WT )
0, Wt = (¢Y
0
t¡1; : : : ;¢Y
0
t¡p+1; 1; t), and ¡ = (¡1 : : :¡p¡1 ¹ ¿)
0. To
save further on notation, in the remainder of this paper we focus on a simple
VAR(1) model without deterministic elements,
¢X = X¡1¯® + "
= X1;¡1®¡X2;¡1¯2® + "; (6)
where X1;¡1 consists of the rst r columns of X¡1 and X2;¡1 consists of the
last k ¡ r columns of X¡1. This is not a serious restriction since under a
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at prior on ¡, integrating out the ¡ parameters from the likelihood function
leads to analyzing model (6) for the transformed dataMW¢X andMWX¡1,
where MW = IT ¡W (W 0W )¡1W 0.
3 Prior and Posterior Specication
3.1 Priors
In the Error Correction Cointegration Model (ECCM) with r cointegrating
vectors (k ¡ r unit roots) specied by,
¢X = X1;¡1®¡X2;¡1¯2®+ "; (7)
where ¢X; X¡1 = (X1;¡1 X2;¡1); " : T £k; X1;¡1 : T £ r; X2;¡1 : T £ (k¡ r);
® : r £ k; ¯2 : (k ¡ r)£ r; and " » n(0;­­ IT ); the parameter ¯2 is locally
nonidentied when ® = 0; for more discussion on local nonidentication, see
Phillips (1989). Consequently, if a di¤use prior is used, such that the joint
posterior of the parameters is proportional to likelihood, the conditional pos-
terior of ¯2 given ® is constant and nonzero when ® = 0: The integral over
this conditional posterior at ® = 0, which is part of the marginal posterior
of ®; is, therefore, proportional to the volume of the parameter region of ¯2
(R(k¡r)r); which is innity. This leads to a a posteriori favor for locally non-
identied parameter values when di¤use priors are used for the parameters
(®; ¯2). See also Kleibergen and van Dijk (1994b), (1996) and Kleibergen and
Hoek (1996) for a more elaborate discussion of this phenomenon. So, di¤use
priors for models which are nonlinear in the parameters, like the ECCM (7),
do not lead to posteriors with similar properties as the posteriors using dif-
fuse priors have for models which are linear in the parameters. So, from a
posterior perspective, di¤use priors for nonlinear models are not the natural
extension of the di¤use priors in linear models. The natural extension of the
di¤use prior, for a linear model, for the ECCM (7) results when we analyze






where ¸ : (k¡r)£(k¡r) and the ECCM corresponds with ¸ = 0, see Kleiber-
gen and van Dijk (1994a,b). As this model is observationally equivalent with
a multivariate linear model,



















¡ ¯2®: We can construct
the prior for the parameters ®; ¯2 and ¸ which is implied by a di¤use (Jef-
freys) prior on ¦11; ¦12; ¦21 and ¦22: These priors are stated in theorem
1.
Theorem 1 Di¤use (Je¤reys) priors for the parameters (¦11;¦21), (¦12;¦22);




















































where uecm refers to priors for the unrestricted ECM (8), and lin for the
linear model (9), and ® = (®1 ®2); where ®1 : r £ r; ®2 : (k ¡ r)£ r:
Proof: see appendix.
The implicit priors for ®; ¸ and ¯2 implied by the di¤use (Je¤reys) prior
for ¦11;¦21;¦12 and ¦22 are constructed such that they obey the sequence, in
which the parameter matrices should be analyzed conditional on one another,
dictated by the model: the cointegrating vectors ¯2 have to be analyzed given
¸; ® and ­ and ¸ has to be analyzed given ® and ­. Only this sequence
allows for an analytical decomposition of the joint posterior into conditional
posteriors. The priors in theorem 1 show the implied priors for the ECCM
where ¸ = 0: These priors are obtained as follows. The joint posterior of the
parameters of the ECCM equals the conditional posterior of the parameters
in the unrestricted ECM given ¸ = 0: As the posterior is proportional to
the product of the prior and likelihood, and the prior does not depend on ¸;
the joint prior for the parameters of the ECCM equals the joint prior of the
parameters of the unrestricted ECM. This prior is stated in lemma 2.
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Lemma 2 The prior for the parameters ®; ¯2 and ­ of the ECCM (7) im-




























where eccm indicates that the priors are dened for the ECCM (7).
Proof: see appendix.
The analog for the fact that the prior for (®;­) incorporates parts of
the prior of the restricted parameter ¸; see lemma 2, in the standard linear
model is the so-called increase in degrees of freedom. This occurs when
certain parameters are set to a priori known values. For example, consider a
linear model with two explanatory variables,
y = z1°1 + z2°2 + "; (19)
where y; z1; z2; " are T £ 1 matrices and " » n(0; ¾2IT ): A di¤use (Je¤reys)
prior, for this model equals,
p(¾2; °1; °2) / ¾¡4: (20)
In case one wants to analyze the posteriors under the assumption that °1 = 0;
it holds that the joint posterior of the parameters (¾2; °2) of the restricted
model, equals the conditional posterior of (¾2; °2) given °1 = 0: So, the
resulting conditional posterior of (¾2; °2) given °1 = 0; which is the marginal
posterior of (¾2; °2) in the model assuming °1 = 0; has so-called more degrees
of freedom than the marginal posterior of (¾2; °2): In practice, this increase
in degrees of freedom is essentially only incorporated when one wants to
compare the posteriors under °1 = 0 with the unrestricted case. It is often
neglected when analyzing the model under the assumption °1 = 0; since
one does not know in practice how many other parameters one has a priori
assumed to be equal to zero and it does not crucially a¤ect the resulting
posteriors. So, the additional term appearing in the priors from lemma 2 is
comparable with a degrees of freedom factor but has an important di¤erence
with the degrees of freedom factor in the standard linear model as it does
not only depend on the variance parameters.
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3.2 Posteriors
As already stated, only for the specic sequence of the parameters, in which
we stated the conditional priors of the parameters in theorem 1, is it possible
to derive analytical expressions for the conditional posteriors of the para-
meters from the unrestricted ECM given the priors from theorem 1. If we
follow this specic sequence of the parameters, ¯2 has to be analyzed given
(¸; ®;­) and ¸ has to be analyzed given (®;­). The conditional posteri-
ors, which obey this sequence, are stated in theorem 3, see also Kleibergen
(1996a).
Theorem 3 The conditional/marginal posteriors of the parameters of the
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tr(X 02;¡1X2;¡1((¯2 ¡ ^¯2)®­¡1®0(¯2 ¡ ^¯2)0)];
where ® = (®1 ®2); ®1 : r£r; ®2 : r£(k¡r); ®^ = (X 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1)¡1X 01;¡1MX2;¡1¢X;













Proof : see appendix.
All posteriors in theorem 2 belong to a known class of probability density
functions, either inverted-Wishart or matrix normal, for a denition of these
see Zellner (1971). As shown in lemma 2, the joint prior for the ECCM, where
it is assumed that ¸ = 0; is identical to the joint prior for the parameters of
the unrestricted ECM. Consequently, the functional form of the conditional
posteriors of the parameters which are analyzed conditional on ¸ are identical
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for the unrestricted ECM and the ECCM. So, the conditional posterior of ¯2
given (®;­) in the ECCM is proportional to the conditional posterior of ¯2
given (®; ¸ = 0;­); see (24). The posterior of the parameters on which ¸ is



































^¸) + tr(­¡1¢X 0MX¡1¢X)
+tr(­¡1(®¡ ®^)0X 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1(®¡ ®^))]]; (25)
where ^¸ and ®^ have been dened in theorem 3. The posterior in equation
(25) does not belong to a known class of probability density functions and,
therefore, we construct in the next section a simulation procedure to eval-
uate the posterior. The simulation procedure is based on the ratio of the
joint posterior of ® and ­ resulting from the ECCM (25), and the marginal































/ puecm(¸ = 0j®;­; X):
Note that this ratio equals the conditional posterior of ¸ given ® and ­
given in (23), evaluated in the hypothesized parameter point, ¸ = 0: Not
surprisingly this ratio plays an important role in the computation of the
posterior odds ratios.
4 Simulating Posterior Distributions
To evaluate the posterior distributions of the ECCM (7), we use Markov
Chain Monte Carlo techniques. Since not all of the full conditional distri-
butions for our posterior are of a standard type, standard Gibbs sampling
is not possible. Therefore, we use a Metropolis-Hastings (M-H) sampler,
see Metropolis et al. (1953), Hastings (1970) and more recently Smith and
Roberts (1993) and Tierney (1994).
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The total simulation scheme is based on the following decomposition of
the posterior distribution
peccm(­; ®; ¯2jX) / w(­; ®jX)puecm(®;­jX)puecm(¯2j­; ®;X) (27)
/ w(­; ®jX)puecm(­jX)puecm(®j­;X)puecm(¯2j®;­; X);
where puecm(­jX), puecm(®j­; X) and puecm(¯2j®;­; X) (/ peccm(¯2j®;­; X))
are given in (21), (22) and (24), and w(­; ®jX) is a bounded weight func-
tion, which is given by the ratio of posteriors in (26), w(­; ®) = peccm(®;­jX)
puecm(®;­jX)
/
puecm(¸ = 0j®;­; X):
If we ignore the weight function in (27), simulation from the posterior
distribution is easy, since the remainder consists of a product of standard
densities. Since w(­; ®jX) is a bounded function, we can use an acceptance-
rejection simulation algorithm. This may, however, lead to large rejection
frequencies if the cointegration rank is not correctly specied. Chib and
Greenberg (1995) show that in this case a M-H algorithm can speed up
the simulation process. Since ¯2 does not enter the weight function w, the
M-H step only enters the simulation scheme for the generation of the ­
and the ® parameters. The candidate-generating density is puecm(®;­jX) or
puecm(­jX)puecm(®j­; X). The acceptance-rejection step simplies to a ratio
of weight functions w(­; ®jX). Given the drawings for ­ and ®, we generate
a drawing for ¯2 conditional on ­ and ® from a matrix normal distribution.
The four steps to generate from the posterior distribution including the
Metropolis-Hasting step can be summarized as follows,
1. Draw ­i from puecm(­jX)
2. Draw ®i from puecm(®j­i; X)






























otherwise (­i; ®i) = (­i¡1; ®i¡1).
4. Draw ¯i2 from puecm(¯2j­i; ¸ = 0; ®i;X).
The rst three steps of this iterative scheme generate a Markov Chain.
After the chain has converged, say after H; iterations, the simulated values
[­
i; ®i; i > H] can be used as a sample from the joint posterior peccm(­; ®jX);
see Tierney (1994) for details.
This simulation scheme has advantages if one wants to analyze the model
under every cointegration rank r. Since the sampling of ­ does not depend
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on the rank r, one only needs one drawing ­ for every cointegration rank.
Furthermore, using the properties of the matrix normal distribution, the
sampling of ® parameters can be accelerated. Instead of drawing an ® matrix
for every rank r, one can sample the ® matrices at once using a drawing ¦
from,




where ¦^ = (X 0
¡1X¡1)
¡1X 0
¡1¢X. The ® drawings under the cointegration
rank r are obtained by taking the the rst r rows of the drawing ¦ for
r = 1; : : : ; k.
The presented sampling scheme is not unique. It is possible to use a
di¤erent decomposition than the one proposed in (27). Furthermore, the
simulation scheme can be adapted to be applicable for more complicated
models, like for instance VAR models with a break in the constant and/or
in the cointegration relation or threshold cointegration models. These more
complicated models are often analyzed in a Gibbs framework. The sampling
of the block (­; ®; ¯2) given the remaining parameters in the model can then
be done using the simulation steps presented in this section.
5 Bayesian Diagnostic Cointegration Testing
In the previous section, we assumed for the derivation of the posterior simu-
lators, that the number of cointegrating vectors was known a priori. This is
in practice seldom the case such that procedures, which analyze whether the
chosen number of cointegrating vectors is plausible, are needed. In classical
statistical analysis diagnostic test statistics like Lagrange Multiplier (LM) or
score statistics are intended for this purpose. In this section, we will con-
struct the Bayesian analog of these classical LM statistics to test whether the
assumed number of cointegrating vectors is plausible. These Bayesian LM
statistics can be computed using the M-H simulation procedure proposed in
the previous section. The Bayesian LM cointegration statistics are extensions
of a LM statistic in a linear regression model discussed in the next subsection.
5.1 Bayesian LM statistics in a Linear Model
Consider again a linear regression model with two explanatory variables,
y = z1°1 + z2°2 + "; (29)
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where y; "; z1; z2 : T £ 1; " » n(0; ¾2IT ): If we are interested whether the
parameter °1 is zero, we can test this Hypothesis using a Highest Posterior
Density (HPD) region, see Box and Tiao (1973). An alternative method to
test the hypothesis, H0 : °1 = 0; is to use a Bayesian analog of a Lagrange
Multiplier (LM) statistic, which can be seen as a generalization of a HPD
region test. Since in the linear model the marginal posterior distributions are
of a known type, it is possible to calculate the LM statistic directly. In the
cointegration model, however, the marginal distributions are of a unknown
form and we use a M-H sampler to simulate from the posterior distribution.
In this subsection, we calculate the LM statistic for the restriction °1 = 0
analytically and using a M-H sampling approach. Of course both calculation
methods result in the same outcome. This result can then be generalized to
the cointegration model, which will be discussed in the next subsection.
5.1.1 Analytical Approach
Assuming di¤use priors for the di¤erent parameters,
p(°1; °2; ¾
2
) / ¾¡4; (30)
some conditional and marginal posteriors of the parameters of the two vari-
able linear model read,
p(°2j°1; ¾2; y; X) / ¾¡1 exp[¡
1
2¾2
(°2 ¡ °^2)0z2z2(°2 ¡ °^2)]; (31)
p(¾2j°1; y; X) / ¾¡(T+3) exp[¡
1
2¾2
(y ¡ z1°1)0Mz2(y ¡ z1°1)]; (32)
p(°1j¾2; y; X) / ¾¡1 exp[¡
1
2¾2
(°1 ¡ °^1)0z01Mz2z1(°1 ¡ °^1)]; (33)
where °^1 = (z
0
1Mz2z1)
¡1z01Mz2y; °^2 = (z
0
2z2)







Consider the model for °1 given ¾
2: To derive the distribution of the
Bayesian LM statistic for the hypothesis, H0 : °1 = 0; under the alternative
hypothesis, we use the conditional posterior of °1 given ¾
2 (33), since
(°1 ¡ °^1) » n(0; ¾2(z01Mz2z1)¡1), (34)
¾¡1(z01Mz2z1)
1




2z01Mz2"; » n(0; 1);
the LM statistic given ¾2 is equal to the square of the last two expressions
in (34). The distribution of the LM statistic in this model is, therefore, Â2
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with one degree of freedom. This results holds regardless of the value of ¾2
such that this property is not lost when we go to the marginal result for °1





¡1z01Mz2") » Â2(1): (35)
If we substitute °1 = 0 in this expression and use the conditional posterior
of ¾2 in (31) with °1 = 0; we obtain the value of this LM statistic under
H0 : °1 = 0;










Now we reject the hypothesis °1 = 0 when the resulting LM statistic (36)
lies outside the 95% HPD region of a Â2(1) distribution. This can be seen
as a generalization of testing whether °1 = 0 using a HPD region for the
marginal distribution of °1; which is t distributed. In the next theorem we
show that it is also possible to obtain the Bayesian LM statistic by adjusting
¾¡2"0Z(Z 0Z)¡1Z 0"; Z = (z1 z2):
Theorem 4 The Bayesian LM statistic to test H0 : °1 = 0; in the linear
model (30), specied by,













¡2"0Z(Z 0Z)¡1Z 0"j°1 = 0)¡ 1;
where Z = (z1 z2):
Proof: see appendix.
5.1.2 The Metropolis-Hastings Approach
Theorem 4 extends also to other kind of hypotheses on °1; °2; H0 : f(°1; °2) =
0; and can be used in any kind of linear model. For certain nonlinear hypothe-
ses on the parameters of a linear model, like the reduced rank restriction for
cointegration models, Bayesian LM statistics can only be constructed by us-
ing (generalizations of) theorem 4, which explains why the theorem is needed
in our case.
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To show this latter point, consider the case that we do not construct the
Bayesian LM statistic using the marginal and conditional posteriors assuming
that °1 = 0; but use the marginal posterior of ¾
2 and °2 given ¾
2 from the un-
restricted model in a M-H sampling approach. So, the marginal/conditional
densities from which ¾2 and °2 are sampled read,
p(¾2jy;X) / ¾¡(T+2) exp[¡ 1
2¾2
y0M(z1 z2)y]; (39)
p(°2j¾2; y;X) / ¾¡1 exp[¡
1
2¾2
(°2 ¡ ~°2)0z02Mz1z2(°2 ¡ ~°2)]; (40)
where ~°2 = (z
0
2Mz1z2)
¡1z02Mz1y: To correct for not sampling from the true
posterior, we have to include a weight function, see (27), which is the ratio
of the true posterior and the density from which we sample. This weight
function equals,







where ~°1 = (z
0
1z1)
¡1z01(y ¡ z2°2); i.e. the mean of the conditional poste-
rior of °1 given °2: These weights are used to compute acceptance-rejection
probabilities.
Using the output of the M-H sampler, we can calculate the LM statistic
to test H0 : °1 = 0 in (36). We can also use the result from theorem 4
and calculate the Bayesian LM statistic using ¾¡2"0Z(Z 0Z)¡1Z 0": This latter
expression can be decomposed in a part of the kernel of the sampling density
of °2 and part of the weight function (41),
¾¡2"0Z(Z 0Z)¡1Z 0" (42)
= ¾¡2(y ¡ z2°2)0(Mz1z2(z02Mz1z2)¡1z02Mz1 +
z1(z1z1)
¡1z01)(y ¡ z2°2)
= ¾¡2[(°2 ¡ ~°2)0z02Mz1z2(°2 ¡ ~°2) + ~°01z01z1~°1];
Note that the Bayesian LM statistic does not correspond with the expectation
of the last part of equation (42), ¾¡2~°01z
0
1z1~°1. Since ¾
2 and °2 are sampled
using a M-H algorithm, E¾2(¾
¡2
(°2¡ ~°2)0z02Mz1z2(°2 ¡ ~°2)) does not have a
Â2(1) distribution.
For the reduced rank cointegration hypotheses, discussed in the next sub-
section, the specic dependence of the parameters on one another does only
allow for the kind of decompositions as in equation (42). Closed form ex-
pressions of the Bayesian LM cointegration statistic, like equation (36), do,
therefore, not exist. These Bayesian LM statistics can still be calculated
though using the results of (generalizations of) theorem 4.
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5.2 Bayesian LM cointegration statistics
The specication of the ECCM in equation (7) corresponds with the hypoth-
esis, H0 : ¸ = 0; in the unrestricted ECM (8). Since the marginal posterior
of the parameter reecting cointegration, ¸; in the unrestricted ECM, cannot
be constructed analytically, Bayesian LM statistics to test for cointegration
do not have a closed form analytical expression, as in (36). The marginal
posterior of ¸ can be calculated by sampling from the di¤erent marginal and
conditional posteriors but as its conditional posterior depends on ®¡11 ; both
in its mean and variance, inference on ¸ can depend on the ordering of the
variables in X¡1 into X1;¡1 and X2;¡1; see Kleibergen and van Dijk (1994a).
When we use the model with ¸ = 0; as for the construction of the Bayesian
LM statistic, to analyze whether ¸ 6= 0; this is not the case. We, therefore,
prefer to perform the analysis whether ¸ = 0; using this restricted model. As
analytical expressions for the Bayesian LM statistic to test, H0 : ¸ = 0; do
not exist, we use the multivariate extension of theorem 4 to form the Bayesian




¡1"). In the unrestricted case,
with ¸ 6= 0; this expression consists of the kernels of the posteriors in equa-
























(¸¡ ^¸)0X 02;¡1X2;¡1(¸¡ ^¸))
+tr(X 02;¡1X2;¡1(¯2 ¡ ^¯2)®­¡1®0(¯2 ¡ ^¯2)0)] » Â2(k2):
Under the hypothesis of cointegration, ¸ = 0; as outlined in section 4, the



























+tr(X 02;¡1X2;¡1(¯2 ¡ ^¯2)®­¡1®0(¯2 ¡ ^¯2)0)]
where ^¯2 is calculated assuming ¸ = 0: Since the same reasoning holds for
equation (44) as for equation (42), the Bayesian LM statistic for testing for

















Therefore, we have to apply theorem 4 to construct the Bayesian LM statistic
to test for cointegration, ¸ = 0;
tBLM(¸ = 0) = E®;¯
2
;­[tr(­




¡1"0X(X 0X)¡1X 0")]¡ r(2k ¡ r): (45)
The resulting Bayesian LM cointegration statistic has to be compared with a
Â2 distribution with (k¡r)2 degrees of freedom. If it is not plausible that the
calculated statistic has been generated by such a distribution, the hypothesis
that ¸ = 0 is not considered plausible. Typical extensions of the cointegration
hypothesis, ¸ = 0; towards hypotheses including parameters of deterministic
components, for example to test whether deterministic components lie in the
cointegration space, can be dealt with in a straightforward way using the
Bayesian LM cointegration statistic.
6 Natural Conjugate Priors
6.1 Priors
In theorem 1 and lemma 2, the (implied) priors are derived for the parameters
of the ECMs assuming di¤use (Je¤reys) priors for the parameters of the
standard linear model. In the linear model, di¤use priors can be seen as
the limiting noninformative case of so-called natural conjugate priors, see
Zellner (1971). This class of priors can also be used as a base to derive
(implied) priors for the ECCM. This enables us to specify informative priors
on the parameters of the VAR, for instance a Minnesota prior, see Doan
et. al. (1984) and Litterman (1986). These informative priors then imply a
specic kind of prior for the parameters of the ECCMs.
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A11; P11 : r £ r; A12; P12 : r £ (k ¡ r); A21; P21 : (k ¡ r) £ r; A22; P22 :
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(k¡ r)£ (k¡ r); S : k£ k, and h; imply the following kind of priors for the
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Proof : see Appendix.
Again, continuity of the natural conjugate prior in the parameters of the
unrestricted ECM implies a prior for the parameters of the ECCM, see lemma
2, which is stated in lemma 6.
Lemma 6 The Natural Conjugate Priors for the parameters of the linear
model (9) from theorem 5 imply the following kind of priors for the parameters
of the ECCM (7),
peccm(®;­) = puecm(­)puecm(®j­)puecm(¸ = 0j®;­) (52)
peccm(¯2j®;­) = puecm(¯2j¸ = 0; ®;­) (53)
where the puecms are dened in theorem 5.
Proof: this results directly from the continuity of the prior of the para-
meters of the unrestricted ECM in the parameter points where cointegration
occurs, ¸ = 0:
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6.2 Posteriors
In a similar way as in theorem 3, it is possible to construct the posterior of
the parameters of the unrestricted ECM, using the natural conjugate priors
from theorem 5. The resulting posteriors are stated in theorem 7.
Theorem 7 The Natural Conjugate Priors on the parameters of the linear
model (9), as specied in theorem 5, lead to the following expressions for the
conditional posteriors of the parameters of the unrestricted ECM (8),
puecm(­jX) (54)
/ jS + P 0AP +¢X 0¢X ¡ ~¦0(A+X 0
¡1X¡1)
~¦j12 (T+h)
j­j¡ 12 (T+h+m+1) exp[¡1
2
























































puecm(¯2j¸; ®;­; X) (57)







tr(A22(¯2 ¡ ~¯2)®­¡1®0(¯2 ¡ ~¯2)0)]:
























































Proof : see Appendix.
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Of course when all prior parameters are equal to zero, the posteriors
from theorem 5 equal the posteriors from theorem 3. The joint posterior of
(®;­; ¯2) in the ECCM is again equal to the conditional posterior of (®;­; ¯2)
in the unrestricted ECM given that ¸ = 0;
peccm(®;­jX) / puecm(­jX)puecm(®j­; X)puecm(¸ = 0j®;­; X);(58)
peccm(¯2j®;­; X) / puecm(¯2j®; ¸ = 0;­;X): (59)
Similar to the posterior simulator from section 4, a M-H sampler can again
be used to sample from this posterior. This sampler generates ­ and ® from
puecm(­jX), puecm(®j­;X) respectively and uses a weight function propor-
tional to the conditional posterior of ¸ in the unrestricted ECM evaluated in
¸ = 0;
w(®;­) = puecm(¸ = 0j®;­; X): (60)
For more details about simulation we refer to section 4.
7 Prior and Posterior Odds Ratios
The in the previous sections developed, procedures for calculating the poste-
riors of the parameters of the ECCM for di¤erent numbers of cointegrating
vectors r; allow us to construct Prior (PROR) and Posterior Odds Ratios
(POR) to compare models with di¤erent numbers of cointegrating vectors.
As the number of cointegrating vectors can only take k + 1 discrete values,
r = 0; :::; k; we can calculate the prior, posterior probabilities of the number
of cointegrating vectors (r) and implied unit roots (k ¡ r):
Initially we only construct a PROR and POR to compare a model with
r cointegrating vectors with a model with k cointegrating vectors, the unre-
stricted ECM. Ratios of these PRORs and PORs then form the PRORs and
PORs for comparing the models mutually.
7.1 Proper Priors
POR and PRORs are only dened in case of proper priors. We use the priors
from theorem 5 and lemma 6 in the construction of the PRORs and PORs.
In the next subsection the limiting case of a natural conjugate prior, a di¤use
(implied) prior as used in theorem 1 and lemma 2, is discussed.

























where Pr(r = j) stands for the prior probability that a model has a number
of cointegrating vectors, r; equal to j and pj are prior weights which reect a
prior opinion about the possible number of cointegrating vectors (Note that
this is also partly incorporated in the specication of the natural conjugate
prior). The priors exactly equal the functional expressions from lemma 6 and
theorem 5 and only contain the kernels of the priors. Note that the priors
are not always proper but the weights pj are such that the sum of the prior
probabilities is equal to one.
We can now dene the POR to compare a model with j cointegrating
vectors with a model with k cointegrating vectors,
POR(j; k) =
Pr(Xjr = j)













where Pr(Xjr = j) stands for the posterior probability that a model with a
number of cointegrating vectors, r; equal to j; generated the observed series
X: The parameters ¯2 and ¸ are integrated out analytically and we use the
kernels of the conditional posteriors peccm(®;­jX); (58), and puecm(®;­jX)
(= puecm(­jX) puecm(®j­;X)); (54) and (55). Note that the kernels in (62)
exactly match these functional expressions, such that we do not incorpo-
rate all elements of the normalizing constants. The conditional posterior
peccm(®;­jX) does not belong to a known class of probability density func-
tions and an analytical solution to its integral is not known. We can calculate
the ratio of integrals of the conditional posterior e¢ciently by simulating ®
and ­ from puecm(®;­jX); which is a product of an inverted-Wishart for ­
and a matrix normal for ® given ­: In the generated parameter points we





= puecm(¸ = 0j®i;­i;X); (63)
where i stands for the i¡th drawing of (®,­); see also (56). The average of














) n(0; s); (64)
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i;­i))2 ) s; and) stands for weak convergence. The POR (62)















Since the sum of the posterior probabilities is equal to 1,
kX
j=0
Pr(Xjr = j) = 1; (66)
the posterior probability, that a model with a specic number of cointegrating
vectors generated the observed series, equal,





; j = 0; ::; k ¡ 1; (67)






The PORs can be used by themselves to reect the support for the di¤erent
numbers of cointegrating vectors but they can also be compared with the
PRORs to determine up to what extent the posteriors lead to other conclu-
sions then the priors.
Identical to the POR (62), the PROR (61) can be calculated by simulating
from puecm(®;­) and attaching a weight to each drawing proportional to the
ratio of the priors of (®;­);
peccm(®;­)
puecm(®;­)
= puecm(¸ = 0j®;­): (68)





(k¡j)2 times the aver-
age value of the weights, see (64) and (65). The ratio of the POR and PROR,
i.e. the Bayes factor, can then be used to see up to what extent the data
leads to other conclusions than the prior. Using the PRORs and formulas
identical to (67) it is also possible to calculate the prior probabilities.
7.2 Di¤use Priors
In the limiting case where all prior parameters are equal to zero, the results for
the di¤use prior case are obtained. The POR is straightforward to calculate
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for that case as all posteriors are listed in theorem 3. It is not directly obvious,
however, what a PROR means in case of di¤use priors. By letting the prior
parameters converge to zero, the value of the PROR can be obtained. This
value is stated in theorem 8.
Theorem 8 When all prior parameters in the Natural Conjugate Priors
from theorem 5, are equal to zero, then,
PROR(j; k) = (2¼)¡
1
2
(k¡j)2; j = 0; :::; k ¡ 1; (69)
where the PROR is dened in (61) and pj = pk; j = 0; :::; k ¡ 1:
Proof: see Appendix.
In case of a di¤use prior, the ratio between the POR and PROR shows
the support for a specic model given by the data as we correct for any latent
prior information by dividing the POR by the PROR. We call this ratio of
POR and PROR, the Bayes Factor (BF), see Zellner (1971),








where peccm(®;­jX) result from (25) and puecm(®;­jX) from (22) and (21)
and no further normalizing constants are included. The BFs can directly
be calculated using the average of the simulated weights (26). As further
discussed in a later subsection, the BF is closely related to the Posterior
Information Criterium of Phillips and Ploberger (1994,1996). Additionaly
the BF also allows for the calculation of posterior probabilities like (67).
The applicability of the derived PORs and posterior probabilities is shown
in a later section where we use these methods to compare models with di¤er-
ent number of cointegrating vectors for both simulated and real data series.
8 Relationships with Existing Procedures
When the functional expression of the Bayesian LM statistic and/or the
PORs are evaluated in specic parameter points, relationships with other
(classical) procedures can be found. Some of these relationships are further
investigated in the next subsections.
8.1 GMM cointegration statistic
When the functional expression of the Bayesian LM cointegration statistic
(44) is evaluated in the parameters points, ­^; ®^ and the resulting implied
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^¯
2 (¸ = 0); see theorem 3 for expressions of these estimators, it is identi-
cal to the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) cointegration statistic
derived in Kleibergen (1996). In a classical statistical analysis, the, in this
way, constructed estimator of the cointegrating vectors, ^¯2; has a so-called
mixed normal limiting distribution, see Phillips (1991). Its limiting distrib-
ution is also identical to the limiting distribution of the cointegrating vector
estimator in the Johansen framework, see Johansen (1991). Furthermore, the
limiting distribution of the GMM cointegration statistic is also identical to
the limiting distribution of the Johansen cointegration likelihood ratio sta-
tistic. The GMM cointegration statistic is, therefore, closely related to the
Johansen likelihood ratio statistic and in practice these statistics have simi-
lar values. As the parameter points, in which the Bayesian LM cointegration
statistic has to be evaluated to obtain the GMM cointegration statistic, are
the means of the approximating density from which we simulate in the M-H
sampler, we expect the Bayesian LM cointegration statistic to have values
which are similar to the values of the Johansen cointegration statistic. The
interpretation of the values of the two statistics is entirely di¤erent, however.
A Bayesian assumes the data as xed and given, which leads to standard
kind of distributions, while a classical analyzes the data as one realization of
the data generating process, which in this case leads to limiting distributions
of the statistic consisting of Brownian Motion functionals.
8.2 Posterior Information Criterium (PIC)
The BF (70) is closely related to the Posterior Information Criterium (PIC)
of Phillips and Ploberger (1994,1996), see also Phillips (1996). When the
BF (70) is evaluated in the Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameter points ®^
(= (X 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1)




that also ^¸ depends on ®; see theorem 3), twice its logarithm would equal
the di¤erence between a PIC of the ECCM and a PIC of the unrestricted
ECM,
2 log(BF (j; k)) = PIC(r = j)¡ PIC(r = k) (71)























As its denominator the BF, used for the construction of the PIC (71), has
the joint posterior of the parameters in the unrestricted ECM. The BF based
PIC of this unrestricted ECM, therefore, equals twice the log of the value
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of the joint posterior of the parameters in the ML parameter point, see also
theorem 3,






































j)¡ T log j­^j (72)
= [k log(jX 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1j)¡ j log(j­^j)] + [j log(jX 02;¡1X2;¡1j)









j)]¡ T log j­^j;
where all parameters are evaluated in the ML parameter points and the
jacobian of the transformation of the linear model to the unrestricted ECM
is incorporated. Note that PIC(r = k); in this setting, depends on the
(number of cointegrating vectors of the) ECCM with which the unrestricted
model is compared. This leads to the PIC of the ECCM,
PIC(r = j) = [k log(jX 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1j)¡ j log(j­^j)]¡ T log(j­^j) +














In Phillips (1996), the PIC of the ECCM reads,














































= ¡T log j~­j+ (k ¡ j) log(~®~­¡1~®0) + j log jX 02;¡1X2;¡1j












¼ [(k ¡ j) log(~®~­¡1~®0) + j log jX 02;¡1X2;¡1j] +
+[k log j~¯0X 0
¡1X¡1
~¯j ¡ j log j~­j]¡ T log j~­j (74)
where ¦ = ¯®; ¯0 = (Ir ¡¯ 02); ~®; ~¯ and ~­ are the ML estimators of ®; ¯
and ­; and we use ¼ as we replaced the information matrix by its limiting
expression (essentially this only holds for the true number of cointegrating
vectors). Asymptotically the PICs (73) and (74) are equal for the true









for a proof see Kleibergen and van Dijk (1994a), and (see also proof of theo-
rem 3),
~­ ¼ ­^ + 1
T
(^¯2®^¡ ¦^2)0X 02;¡1X2;¡1(^¯2®^¡ ¦^2); (76)
where the estimators are dened in theorem 3 and ¸ = 0 in the expression
of ^¯2; such that using a rst order Taylor expansion of log j~­j around log j­^j
and the proof of theorem 3, it follows that,
















where ¼ implies that the limiting expressions are equal. This shows that
the PICs are asymptotically equal to one another. The PICs in the previous
expressions only evaluate the joint posteriors in the parameter point of the
ML estimator. When the posterior is not well behaved, which is not unlikely
as the posterior of the ECCM is not analytically tractable, probability state-
ments, as for example the PIC, which are not based on the whole posterior
can be misleading. We, therefore, prefer to use the PIC (71) where the BFs
are obtained by integrating out the parameters. When the posteriors are well
behaved, these PICs will be similar to the PICs (73) and (74) but these PICs
can be bad approximations if the posterior has a lot of probability mass away
from the ML parameter point.
The PICs obtained from the BFs, by integrating out the parameters, are
a natural Bayesian multivariate generalization of the PICs in Phillips and
Ploberger (1994,1996). The limiting results of the PIC derived by Phillips
and Ploberger (1996), therefore, generalize to these kind of PICs.
9 Illustrative Examples
To illustrate the applicability of the, in the previous sections, constructed
methods and procedures for Bayesian cointegration analyses, we analyze sev-
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eral simulated series and the Danish data from Johansen and Juselius (1990).
9.1 Simulated Series
We consider the following four data generating processes [DGPs],






















CA³ 1 0 ¡1 ´Yt¡1 + "t (79)











































with "t » n(0; I). The sample size is 100 observations. The DGPs correspond
to 0, 1, 2 and 3 cointegration relations, respectively. The DGP 1 contains
three unit roots, the DGP 2 contains 2 unit roots and a root 0.8, the DGP 3
contains the roots 1, 0.8 and 0.8, and the DGP 4 contains the roots 0.9, 0.8
and 0.8.
To analyze the simulated series, we consider a VAR(1) model, which corre-
sponds with the lag order in the DGP. The rst step in the Bayesian analysis
is to specify a prior on the vector autoregressive parameters ¦ and on the
covariance matrix ­. We use a di¤use (Je¤reys) prior on these parameters
such that the priors on the parameters from the unrestricted ECM result
from theorem 1. We also use equal prior weights, pj; see (61), for models
with di¤erent number of cointegrating vectors. Given the priors and prior
weights, we can compare a model with reduced rank, the ECCM (7), with
the full rank unrestricted ECM (8).
The rst column of Table 1 displays the BFs (70) for the four DGPs.
A BF exceeding 1 indicates that rank r is preferred above the full rank
situation. For DGP 1 every rank reduction is preferred, while for DGP
4 the full rank situation is always preferred. The BFs can be translated
into posterior probabilities for the cointegration ranks, see (67). These are
displayed in the second column of Table 1. These probabilities put 70% or
more weight on the right cointegration rank.
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Table 1: Bayes Factors, Posterior Probabilities and Bayesian LM statistics
for the four DGPs and the Danish data.
r BF(r,4) Pr[Xjr] tBLM(rj4) dof p-value LR(rjk)1
DGP 1
0 972.23 0.99 14.55 9 0.10 15.08
1 5.89 0.01 6.90 4 0.14 5.85
2 2.20 0.00 1.16 1 0.28 1.19
3 1.00 0.00 - - - -
DGP 2
0 0.01 0.00 30.10 9 0.00 33.73¤
1 15.73 0.87 5.73 4 0.22 5.96
2 1.47 0.08 1.78 1 0.18 1.19
3 1.00 0.05 - - - -
DGP 3
0 0.00 0.00 39.56 9 0.00 44.33¤
1 0.02 0.00 16.44 4 0.00 17.58¤
2 3.83 0.79 0.02 1 0.89 0.12
3 1.00 0.21 - 0 - -
DGP 4
0 0.00 0.00 46.93 9 0.00 52.12¤
1 0.00 0.00 24.26 4 0.00 25.59¤
2 0.08 0.07 6.25 1 0.01 6.43¤
3 1.00 0.93 - 0 - -
Danish data
0 0.11 0.00 47.77 20 0.00 49.14+
1 41.27 0.30 24.32 12 0.02 19.06
2 85.62 0.62 9.73 6 0.14 8.69
3 11.21 0.08 2.60 2 0.27 2.35
4 1.00 0.00 - 0 - -
1Johansen trace test, ¤ and + denote signicant at 5% and 10% respectively.
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The third column of Table 1 contains the Bayesian LM statistics. This
statistic tests the null hypothesis of r cointegration vectors against the full
rank situation, i.e. 3 cointegration relations, see subsection 5.2. These LM
statistics have to be compared with a Â2 distribution with (3 ¡ r)2 degrees
of freedom which number is shown in the fourth column. The fth column
of Table 1 shows the p-values for the calculated statistics. For instance, for
DGP 4 none of the models with reduced rank is plausible, while for DGP 3
only a model with two cointegration relations is plausible. In general, the
Bayesian LM test results point to the right cointegration rank. In the last
column we report the results of the Johansen trace tests denoted by LR(rjk).
Notice that the value of this statistic is roughly the same as the computed
Bayesian LM tests.
9.2 Empirical Data
Johansen and Juselius (1990) analyze the demand function for money mt =
f(yt; pt; ct) for the Danish economy. Money mt is a function f of yt real
income, pt price level and ct the costs of holding money. The costs of holding
money can be approximated by a di¤erence between the bank deposit rate
idt for interest bearing deposits and the bond rate i
b
t; as M2 is chosen as a
proxy for money demand. All vaiables are in logs. Since the ination rate
¢pt does not alter the cointegration analysis signicantly, this variable is not
considered in the Johansen and Juselius study.
In this subsection we analyze the same Danish data as in Johansen and
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whereDst represents seasonal dummies with zero mean and ±s is a 4-dimensional
parameter vector, s = 1; : : : ; 4. Notice that the constant is restricted in the
cointegration space. This implies that we have to extend the ¦ matrix and
the X¡1 matrix with an extra column.
Table 1 displays the results of a Bayesian cointegration analysis. The
results are based on a di¤use (Je¤reys) prior for the parameters in (82).
The rst two columns show the BF and the herethrough implied posterior
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probabilities over the cointegration rank. The BF favor a model with 1,
2 and 3 cointegrating relationships over a full rank model. The posterior
probabilities assign about 30% probability to rank 1 and 60% to rank 2 and
about 10% to rank 3. The Johansen cointegration trace statistics, which are
given in the last column of table 1, indicate one cointegration relation if we
test at roughly 10% level of signicance.
The remaining columns of table 1 display the results of the Bayesian
LM test. Since only the tBLM(2j4) and tBLM(3j4) are inside the 95% HPD
interval, the tests indicate two cointegration relations between m, idt , i
b
t and
yt. Note that the degrees of freedom are di¤erent from (k ¡ r)2 due to
the restricted constant. The Bayesian LM tests match the Johansen trace
statistics quite well, but indicate only one cointegration relation as in the
classical approach the asymptotic distribution is not Â2 but a functional of
Brownian motions.
In summary, although the examples in this section are simple, they show
that Bayesian techniques provide useful tools to analyze cointegration. BFs
and Bayesian LM tests indicate whether rank reduction is plausible. The
former can be used to calculate posterior probabilities for each cointegration
rank. Instead of choosing the rank r one can use these probabilities as weights
in further analysis, for instance in a forecasting exercise.
10 Conclusions
The paper discusses a Bayesian modelling framework for the analysis of coin-
tegration models. This framework is based on a specication of a unrestricted
Error Correction Model which contains a parameter reecting cointegration,
i.e. it is equal to zero when cointegration occurs. Posteriors for parameters in
the cointegration model are then proportional to conditional posteriors of the
parameters in the Error Correction Model given that the parameter reecting
cointegration is equal to zero. This is identical to the classical analysis where
the likelihood of the cointegration model is proportional to the conditional
likelihood of the unrestricted Error Correction Model given that the parame-
ter reecting cointegration is equal to zero. A Metropolis-Hastings sampler is
used to calculate the posteriors of the cointegration model. We compare dif-
ferent cointegration models using either a formal testing procedure, Bayesian
Lagrange Multiplier testing, or prior and posterior probabilities. The, in the
probabilities, involved Bayes factors are related to the posterior information
criterium of Phillips and Ploberger (1994,1996). The resulting framework
allows for a full Bayesian treatment of all aspects of a cointegration model
which gives us the possibility to specify an informative prior. This prior is
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specied on the parameters of the VAR and herethrough implies the priors
for the cointegration models. Therefore, one specication of the prior for the
parameters of the VAR only su¢ces as it implies the functional specica-
tion of the priors for the cointegration models. Di¤erent prior weights can,
however, be given to the cointegration models.
In further research we will extend the framework for Bayesian cointegra-
tion analysis to allow for structural breaks and/or MA errors. As discussed
in Kleibergen and Hoek (1996), posteriors of the parameters in univariate
ARMAmodels can be calculated using a Metropolis-Hastings sampler. Com-
bining the Metropolis-Hastings sampler used in that paper and the sampler in
this paper can lead to a sampler to calculate the posteriors of the parameters
of Vector AutoRegressive Moving Average cointegration models. Structural
breaks can be incorporated by using the Metropolis-Hastings sampler in a
Gibbs sampling environment where one draws the cointegration parameters




Proof of theorem 1.
The Je¤reys priors of (¦11;¦12;¦21;¦22) given ­ are proportional to the
square root of the determinant of the information matrix. The information
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where I(¦11;¦12j­) = (­¡1 ­ X 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1); I(¦21;¦22j¦11;¦12;­) =
(­
¡1 ­X 02;¡1X2;¡1): The priors for the parameters ®; ¯2 and ¸ can now be
constructed using the jacobian of the transformations of (¦11;¦12;¦21;¦22)
to (®; ¯2; ¸): The ordering is here again important as (¦21;¦22) can only be























As ® = (¦11 ¦12);







The priors for ¸ and ¯2 are proportional to the square root of the information
matrix of (¸; ¯2) given ® and ­; which is the quadratic form of the jacobians




















































































































































; ®1 : r£ r; ®2 : (k¡ r)£ r; µ :








Proof of lemma 2.
The posterior of the ECCM equals the conditional posterior of the unre-
stricted ECM given ¸ = 0;
peccm(­; ®; ¯2jX) = puecm(­; ®; ¯2j¸ = 0;X):
As the posterior is proportional to the product of the prior and the likelihood
and the likelihood is the only component depending on ¸; the priors for both
models are equal.
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Proof of theorem 3.
The joint posterior of (®;­; ¸; ¯2) equals the product of the prior and like-
lihood. As the decomposition of the prior is given in theorem 1, we decompose
the likelihood to show its relationship with the conditional posteriors.







The elements in the trace operator can be decomposed as follows,
tr(­¡1"0")
= tr(­¡1(¢X ¡X1;¡1® +X2;¡1¯2®¡X2;¡1(0 ¸))0
(¢X ¡X1;¡1®+X2;¡1¯2®¡X2;¡1(0 ¸)))
= tr(­¡1(¢X 0MX¡1¢X + (®¡ ®^)0X 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1(®¡ ®^)
+(¯2®¡ (0 ¸)¡ ¦^2)0X 02;¡1X2;¡1(¯2®¡ (0 ¸)¡ ¦^2))
= tr(­¡1(¢X 0MX¡1¢X + (®¡ ®^)0X 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1(®¡ ®^))
+tr(X 02;¡1X2;¡1(¯2®¡ (0 ¸)¡ ¦^2)­¡1(¯2®¡ (0 ¸)¡ ¦^2)0)
= tr(­¡1(¢X 0MX¡1¢X + (®¡ ®^)0X 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1(®¡ ®^))
+tr(X 02;¡1X2;¡1((¯2 ¡ ^¯2)®­¡1®0(¯2 ¡ ^¯2)0 +
+(0 ¸)¡ ¦^2)(­¡1 ¡­¡1®(®0­¡1®)¡1®0­¡1)((0 ¸)¡ ¦^2)0)
= tr(­¡1(¢X 0MX¡1¢X + (®¡ ®^)0X 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1(®¡ ®^))
+tr(X 02;¡1X2;¡1(¯2 ¡ ^¯2)®­¡1®0(¯2 ¡ ^¯2)0)
+tr(X 02;¡1X2;¡1((0 ¸)¡ ¦^2)®0?(®?­®0?)¡1®?((0 ¸)¡ ¦^2)0)
= tr(­¡1(¢X 0MX¡1¢X + (®¡ ®^)0X 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1(®¡ ®^))





¡1®?((0 ¸)¡ ¦^2)0X 02;¡1X2;¡1((0 ¸)¡ ¦^2)®0?)
= tr(­¡1(¢X 0MX¡1¢X + (®¡ ®^)0X 01;¡1MX2;¡1X1;¡1(®¡ ®^))











(¸¡ ^¸)0X 02;¡1X2;¡1(¸¡ ^¸))
where ¦^2 = (X
0
2;¡1X2;¡1)
¡1X 02;¡1(¢X ¡X1;¡1®); ® = (®1 ®2); ®1 : r£ r; ®2 :

















































where ®1 : r£ r; ®2 : (k¡ r)£ r; µ : (k¡ r)£ (k¡ r); unrestricted, ®2? = µ;















which gives the appropriate decomposition of the kernel of the likelihood.
Proof of theorem 4.
¾¡2"0Z(Z 0Z)¡1Z 0"

















































= ¾¡2(°2 ¡ °^2)0z2z2(°2 ¡ °^2) + ¾¡2"0Mz2z1(z01Mz2z1)¡1z01Mz2"
The expectation of the rst expression over ¾2 has a Â2(1) distribution when



















such that the equality holds.
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Proof of theorem 5.
These natural conjugate priors imply a conditional prior for (¦11;¦12)
given ­ and a conditional prior for (¦21;¦22) given (¦11;¦12;­);
plin(¦11;¦12j­)




































































; the prior for ® equals the rst of the
two conditional priors stated above. In the construction of the conditional
posterior of (¸; ¯2); from the latter of the two conditional posterior, we use
the following decompositions (see also the proof of theorem 1),











































































; B = ¡
³



































































Proof of theorem 7.
In terms of the parameters of the linear model, the functional form of the












tr(­¡1(¦¡ P )0A(¦¡ P )]:




hjAj 12kj­j¡ 12 (T+h+k+m+1) exp[¡1
2
tr(­¡1[S +
(¦¡ P )0A(¦¡ P ) + (¢X ¡X¡1¦)0(¢X ¡X¡1¦)])];
/ jSj12hjAj 12kj­j¡ 12 (T+h+k+m+1) exp[¡1
2
tr(­¡1[S +¢X 0¢X
P 0AP ¡ ~¦0(A+X 0
¡1X¡1)
~¦ +
(¦¡ ~¦)0(A +X 0
¡1X¡1)(¦¡ ~¦)])];






















: The posteriors of the parameters of
the unrestricted ECM then become,




j­j¡ 12 (T+h+m+1) exp[¡1
2
tr(­¡1(S + P 0AP
+¢X 0¢X ¡ ~¦0(A+X 0
¡1X¡1)
~¦))];























































































; ~¯2 = ¡
³




Proof of Theorem 8.
























































The ECCM corresponds with ¸ = 0 which is identical to ' = 0: So, also the






























tr(('¡ q)0('¡ q))]d' = 1:
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such that when we use the limit when the prior parameters converge to 0
and equal prior probabilities, we obtain,
lim
A22;l!0
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